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Background1

This paper is a description of an interactive database model which I have developed to describe
and analyse data on Australian Aboriginal languages. The approach is exemplified with materials
from Malyangapa, an extinct language once spoken in western New South Wales. I have done
this for a number of reasons. Firstly, I wish to test the concept of an interactive database for
language documentation by applying it to a language for which the corpus is relatively selfcontained but rich enough that a valuable documentation project results. Secondly, I wish to test
the flexibility of current computer software to implement such a system. Thirdly, I wish to
challenge the dominant paradigm in the academic study of Australian Aboriginal languages that
has emphasised the writing of descriptive grammars, and to argue that an equally important goal
of research should be the production of fully articulated and richly described corpora, especially
for languages that are not longer spoken (which means the vast majority of Australian
languages), which can provide an enduring legacy for future generations of researchers and
language community members. Current developments in computer software, data models, and
emerging cross-platform standards of representation such as XML, mean that this task is easily
within the reach of all practising linguists.
The Malyangapa interactive knowledgebase is implemented in the SIL Shoebox 5.0
computer program as a series of ASCII text files that contain indexes and pointers between them,
with rich linkage between the different data and metadata information. The system is designed to
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enable users to move between different types of data and to fully explore the relationships
between words and sentences, capturing as much information as possible about the Malyangapa
materials. References to the original fieldnotes enable all instances to be located and checked.
The general design for this interactive knowledgebase is one that has been successfully applied
to other Australian Aboriginal language materials, some of which are much more complex and
extensive (Austin 2001). It is my hope that it can serve as an example of what is possible using
current computer software in terms of providing richly annotated documentation of a closed
corpus of materials on a language that is no longer spoken. A planned future phase of this work
will see export of the data files in a more widely used format such as extensible markup language
(XML) for distribution among interested scholars and community members.
The Malyangapa language was traditionally spoken in far western New South Wales.
Materials on the language were recorded by Stephen Wurm in 1957 with Hannah Quayle, born
near Yancannia in about 1875, and Alf Barlow. This material consists of 48 pages of fieldnotes
(24 double-sided sheets) plus a brief tape-recording, amounting to 386 sentences and containing
a vocabulary of 358 items. Luise Hercus also did some recording with George Dutton in the midsixties on Malyangapa; Jeremy Beckett had previously worked with him on social and cultural
traditions. Luise Hercus also recorded Laurie Quayle, son of Hannah Quayle, checking some of
the earlier materials. He passed away in 1976, and with his death the language became extinct.
The Hercus and Beckett data has not yet been incorporated into the current data files.
Malyangapa is relatively closely related to the neighbouring Wadikali and
Yardliyawarra languages forming with them the Yardli group (Austin and Hercus 2002). There is
limited data on these other two languages, and it is planned in future to include this material for
comparative purposes.
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Research on Australian Aboriginal languages

The academic study of Australian Aboriginal languages has been dominated over the past thirty
odd years by a research paradigm that saw the primary goal of linguistic research as the writing
of descriptive grammars in a more-or-less standard structuralist format covering phonology,
morphology and syntax, with some brief mention of sociolinguistics and peculiarities of
language use such as special speech styles for taboo contexts2. The grammars that emerged from
this tradition were typically single-volume compact studies of 300-400 pages, or in the case of
truly moribund languages, a 50-100 page sketch following the format of the Handbook of
Australian Languages (Dixon and Blake 1978-2000). Almost completely lacking have been
comprehensive dictionaries and text collections (as pointed out in Austin 1991), and there has
been no concern for corpus-based approaches to linguistic research.
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This model has been more generally espoused for all languages by Dixon, who writes: “if every person who called

themselves a linguist settled down to provide a full description of a single previously undescribed language, then he
or she would justify the title” (Dixon 1994:229, cf. Dixon, 1997:135ff “What every linguist should do”). What
Dixon means by ‘full description’ is a single volume descriptive grammar.
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There are a number of problems that arise as a direct result of this research and
publication paradigm:
•

the resulting grammars are necessarily limited both in terms of their depth and breadth of
coverage. There is usually insufficient detail to enable testing of the author’s claims, and no
concern with tokens of language forms or categories that would enable checking of
distributions, frequencies, or other token patterns in a corpus. This point has been forcefully
made by Heath (1984:5): “The extensive exposition of textual citations and statistics in many
chapters of this volume may strike some readers as reflecting a personal fetish of mine.
While this may be true, it is a fetish I would defend. ... it gives a more patient (or more
skeptical) reader a feeling for the raw data which underlie the analysis and the opportunity to
“cross-examine” the author by going directly to the data. It also encourages readers with
highly specialised interests, or with a different theory of language, to discover new patterns
which I overlooked or did not have space to discuss”. He goes on to say: “my concern with
documentation reflects my own sad experiences as a reader of other linguists’ grammars,
which almost never provided me with the information I wanted to undertake my own (re-)
analysis of the language in question. It also reflects my experience that most published
grammars are based on material obtained in unreliable direct-elicitation (sentencetranslation) sessions, and/or utterances which were produced by the linguist with or without
“confirmation” from a native informant”3;

•

there is a lack of appreciation among linguists operating in this paradigm that grammar
writing is a tertiary level of language documentation — the primary documentation is the
audio, video and other recorded media together with the original fieldnotes and transcriptions
made by the researcher in collaboration with native speakers4. This was pointed out almost
thirty years ago by Goddard (1973:86): “most descriptive linguists probably feel that their
finished grammars have a greater validity, in some sense, than their raw fieldnotes. But the
field notes are the primary documents, the nearest thing to the actual speech events
there is, and they should always ultimately be deposited in a suitable library or public
archive, together with explanatory information on dates of fieldwork, relevant characteristics
of informants, changing transcriptional conventions, and indexes. Only if this practice
become more general can the present situation be improved, in which numerous cases of
possible informant errors, artifacts of elicitation methods, misprints, and miscopyings remain
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An example of this problem is the phenomenon found in a large number of eastern Australian languages and
described in Austin 1997 whereby a single verb affix has either applicative or causative effect depending on the
semantics of the root to which it is attached. Most of the grammars of the relevant languages (which typically fail to
describe the split) contain one or two examples of the phenomenon but do not examine it in detail — only by
combing through dictionaries (where they exist) and by cross-linguistic comparison is it possible to uncover the
semantic range of this covert category. No corpora are available for examination.
4
The secondary level is the stage between fieldnotes and grammar writing when fieldnotes are reworked and
retranscribed, example sentences are selected, analysed and glossed, paradigms are assembled, and the linguist
‘works out’ the structure of the language.
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forever undetected or in doubt because of the impossibility of checking them against the
primary documents” [emphasis added, PKA];
• as a result of the death of most of the indigenous languages of Australia, including their
almost total extinction in the southern part of the country, research on these languages has
entering a new phase where corpora are necessarily static5 and analysis of the languages will
need to draw on traditional philological approaches to extinct languages. Important in such
work will be detailed annotations of primary documents, and careful comparisons of all
available sources, including pre-modern materials collected by amateurs or less trained
observers (see Austin and Tindale 1986 for one example of this; Blake’s publications on the
languages of Victoria over the past 10 years are also another instance). A shift of emphasis
from grammar writing to corpus documentation will need to take place as a result. Goddard
(1973:86) argued the case for this orientation for Americanist linguists a generation ago: “the
linguist who has a philological approach looks not only to the past but also to the future; he
must be concerned with minimizing the problems which the documents he produces
will cause his successors. This means making explicit in the fullest practicable way all
the information about a form or a corpus that a future investigator might seek. It is
impractical, of course, to give full particulars for every form ever cited in print. But it is
possible to do more along these lines than most Americanists have been accustomed to in the
past.” [emphasis added, PKA]. Goddard (1973:88) argues further that there is a need to
focus: “on the fact that there are and will be only a finite number of documents recording the
native languages of North America. It is necessary to make the fullest and most careful
use of what there is, and to exercise the greatest diligence in preserving this corpus for
the future in the most useful possible form.” [emphasis added PKA]. Exactly the same
arguments apply to current research in Australia.
For these various reasons, the time is ripe for a shift in direction in Australian language
documentation back to examination and analysis of primary documentation, including provision
of fully detailed data and metadata descriptions for the existing corpora. Fortunately, computer
software of various types is now becoming available to make this task easier than it has ever
been in the past. This paper is intended as an example of how it is possible to implement corpus
documentation in a flexible database format.
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Software

For this project I have chosen to use the Shoebox 5.0 program developed by the Summer
Institute of Linguistics ( www.sil.org) which is a general tool for information management,
oriented towards linguistic data. Shoebox maintains a series of ASCII files in a standard file
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Some southern languages, such a Kaurna or Kamilaroi, have expanding corpora as a result of language revival
projects and associated language engineering. This material is however qualitatively different from data collected
from actual speakers or rememberers of the languages.
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format where each record begins with a data type code (in the form \x ) followed by the data and
a carriage return. Typically there is a (bilingual) lexicon listing all morphemes and a database of
glossed sentences listing sentence forms, morpheme-by-morpheme glosses and free translations.
Shoebox provides a number of functions such as semi-automatic filling-in of information
(‘interlinearisation’ or ‘glossing’), generating a wordlist (a list of all items in a chosen data field
with an associated count and index list of occurrences), generating a concordance (a listing of
chosen data items with their preceding and following context), and automatic numbering of a
data set. Shoebox also serves as a viewer of lexicon, texts, wordlist and concordance, allowing
the user to have multiple windows open on screen. It has a ‘jumping’ function that instantiates
hypertext links by search and pattern match (rather than anchors and pointers as in HTML),
linking data in different files and allowing the user to move between material in linked fields in
related data files.
Shoebox provides export into XML format but this is weakly developed and does not
capture the hierarchical structure of glossed texts which is only indirectly represented in Shoebox
by virtue of vertical alignment on screen (encoded as spaces within the text data files).
4

Data structures

The core of the Malyangapa knowledgebase is a set of files of two types: data files and metadata
files. The data files capture knowledge about lexical information and sentence structure. The
metadata files deal with metalinguistic terminology (a controlled vocabulary encoded as
abbreviations), and information about the people involved in the project (as speakers and
recorders). Since there is only one set of notes from Wurm’s fieldwork and all the material is
elicited, there is no metadata recorded on such topics as source genre, date and time of recording,
transcriptional practices, or other background information6.
The data and metadata files are linked by exploration pathways (“jump paths”),
hypertext links between named fields within one file and fields in a related file. Clicking on an
item in a jump path field updates the related file window with the linked data (thus clicking on a
morpheme in a glossed sentence updates the lexicon window with that morpheme’s record, or
clicking on a sentence number in the wordlist file displays the related sentence in the glossed text
window). The exploration pathways are shown in Diagram 1.

Diagram 1 goes here

It is also possible to encode these links as anchors and pointers (as with HTML) by transforming
the Shoebox files into marked up data files for viewing by other software such as web browsers.
A sample of what this might look like can be seen in the Appendix. I have not yet written the
necessary routines for converting the Shoebox files to such a format.
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Such metadata is stored for other languages I have been working on (see Austin 2001).
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Diagram 1

Note: Arrows indicate hypertext links
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4.1 Data files
There are two types of language data files: those dealing with lexical information and those
dealing with sentence analysis. The lexical material is stored in two files:
•

a lexicon that gives lemmas in Malyangapa with their glosses and definitions in English

•

a wordlist that lists all occurrences of word forms in the sentences, together with their
lemmas, the number of occurrences, and references to the sentences within which the items
are found. This wordlist was generated using Shoebox’s wordlist and glossing functions

The lexicon has the following structure:

malyangapa.lex
lx

the Malyangapa lemma spelled in a practical orthography

a

alternative forms of the lemma, used for morphophonemic alternations 7

u

underlying forms of morpheme combinations where the surface form is not simple
concatenation of lemmas, or the ‘shortest match’ principle adopted by Shoebox gives
the wrong morphological parse8

lg

language of the lemma [currently Malyangapa but to be expanded to the other Yarli
languages]

lxnum

unique numerical identifier for lexical entries

cat

morpho-syntactic category

gl

gloss, usually a single English word, or a sequence of English words separated by
periods [used in sentence glossing and finderlist generation]

def

definition of the lemma in English

eth

ethnographic information about the referent

sci

scientific name for plants and animals

7

Shoebox uses a simple concatenative morphology model. If the lemma has allomorphs these must be listed in an
‘a’ field, which Shoebox is set up to look at before using the ‘lx’ form.
8
We give two examples of this from the Malyangapa lexicon: firstly, the surface form pulanha at the end of a verb is
ambiguous between the suffix lemma -pulanha ‘third person dual transitive object pronoun’ (X verb them two] and
the sequence of suffixes -pula ‘third person dual transitive subject’ plus -nha ‘third person singular transitive object’
[They two verb him/her/it]. Under the lemma -pula the field a contains -pulanha and the field u contains –pula -nha.
A second example occurs under yuRinga ‘be deaf’; here a lists yuRingarntayi and u lists yuRinga - rnta –yi [‘be.deaf
-pres -emph’] because there are two other morphemes yuRi ‘ear’ and -ngarnta ‘past’ which Shoebox would
otherwise associate with yuRingarnta using its ‘longest match’ principle.
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scisrc

source for scientific identification

nt

any other notes on form, meaning or usage

syn

form of any synonymous term

ant

form of any antonymous term

cf

form of any other related term9

der

list of any derived forms of the lemma

lgcf

cross-reference for lemmas in other related languages [not currently implemented]

ety

etymological information about the lemma including reconstructed proto-forms [not
currently implemented]

rec

initials of person who recorded the entry [cross-reference to people file]

sp

initials of speaker who provided the entry [cross-reference to people file]

eg

reference number for example sentence in which the lemma occurs [cross-reference to
notes file]

wnum

reference number for word forms containing the lemma [cross-reference to wlist file].
This field gives access to all the word forms (and hence all the sentence examples)
actually occurring in the corpus for any individual lemma 10

date

date stamp for entry [generated by Shoebox]

9

Further sense relations could be distinguished by setting up additional fields (eg. metonymy, hyponymy) if these
can be determined from the data. For Malyangapa the material is insufficient to enable this degree of semantic
specification.
10
The wnum reference to the wlist file gives the user indirect access to all occurrences of a lemma in the notes
through the lists of wordform sentence numbers generated by Shoebox. The eg field in the lexicon can contain a list
of just those occurrences selected by the linguist analyst to illustrate the lemma.
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An example of a lexical entry is:
\lx
kurntu
\a
\u
\lxnum 086
\lg
Ml
\cat
n
\gl
many
\gl
much
\def
much, many, plenty
\eth
\sci
\scisrc
\nt
\syn
marru
\ant
\cf
\der
\lgcf
\ety
\rec
SW
\sp
HQ
\eg
036
\wnum 113; 114; 115; 116
\date 12/Mar/2002
The Malyangapa wordlist is a full list of all wordforms occurring in the sentence examples,
together with a count of the number of tokens of each wordform and a list of the example
sentence reference numbers in which the wordform occurs. The data in this file is generated
using Shoebox’s wordlist function run over the example sentences file (notes, described below),
and then numbered with a unique wordform identifier (using Shoebox’s number function).
Analysis and lemmas of the wordforms was generated by using Shoebox’s glossing (parsing)
facility against the lexicon. The relevant wordform identifier numbers were then written back
into the wnum field for each lemma in the lexicon. The value of the wordlist is that it gives all
occurring forms of lemmas, together with their token frequencies, and hypertext links back to the
sentences from which they are extracted.

malyangapa.wlist
w

wordforms occurring in the sentence materials

wnum

unique numeral identifier for wordforms [generated by Shoebox number function]

lx

lemmas for wordform [generated by Shoebox parsing with cross-reference to lex file]
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lxnum

lemma identification numbers [generated cross-reference to lex file]

gl

glosses for lemmas [generated cross-reference to lex file]

nt

notes

c

number of wordform tokens in sentence data [generated by Shoebox wordlist function]

count

count of word form occurrences in decimal format [generated by Shoebox wordlist
function, can be sort field for frequency analysis]

eg

reference number for example sentence in which the wordform occurs [generated by
Shoebox, cross-reference to notes file]

date

date stamp for entry [generated by Shoebox]

An example of a wordlist entry is:
\w
\wnum
\lx
\lxnum
\gl

ngapanga
226
ngapa -nga
076
-075
water -loc

\c 3
\count 000003
\eg 071; 207; 306
\date 17/Feb/2002
Malyangapa sentence data is stored in a single file that contains surface sentence forms11, their
aligned morpheme-by-morpheme glosses (generated using Shoebox’s glossing (parsing) function
against the lexicon), free translations of each sentence, identification of speaker and recorder,
and any additional notes (often comments on problems of analysis or the surface forms).
Unfortunately, Shoebox does not support media but a nice complement to this file
would be scanned images of Wurm’s original fieldnotes keyed to the page reference identifier,
and links to digitised sound files (Wurm made tape recordings of part of his material). I hope that
this can be implemented in the future.

malyangapa.notes
snum

unique numerical identifier for each sentence [generated by Shoebox]

t

surface form of sentence in a practical orthography

11

The t (for ‘text’) field is transcribed in a practical phonemic orthography that closely resembles but is not identical

to Wurm’s transcription. In work on other languages I have a separate field for the original transcription, thus
recording it separately from my analysis of the surface sentence form.
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m

aligned morphemic representation of wordforms [generated by Shoebox glossing
(parsing) into lemmas using the lexicon]

gl

aligned English gloss of each morpheme [generated by Shoebox glossing]

cat

aligned syntactic category of each morpheme [generated by Shoebox glossing]

lxnum

aligned lemma number of each morpheme [generated by Shoebox glossing]

ft

English free translation of sentence

ref

reference to page number and sentence number in fieldnotes

rec

initials of person who recorded the sentence [cross-reference to people file]

sp

initials of speaker who provided the sentence [cross-reference to people file]

nt

notes on sentence

date

date stamp for sentence [generated by Shoebox]

An example of the data in the sentence file is:
\snum
\t
\m
\gl
\cat
\lxnum
\ft
\ref
\rec
\sp
\nt
\date

386
kata
wanthayi
yiniki
kata
wantha -yi
yiniki
cockatoo where -emph that
n
n
-suff dem
362
071
-034 035
Where is that cockatoo?
SW2/1Bs05
SW
AB
Wurm's gloss "Look at that red and white cockatoo"
18/Jul/2001

4.2 Metadata files
The metadata files contain non-linguistic background information about the data in the lexicon
and sentence collections. For Malyangapa this consists of a list of all the abbreviations and
material relating to the recorders and speakers who contributed data.

malyangapa.abbrev
abb

unique abbreviation

mng

meaning of the abbreviation, usually a short description in lay terms of the functions of
syntactic category labels

11

type

type of abbreviation, eg. category, language name

nt

notes about the abbreviation

cf

cross-reference to other related abbreviations

gr

cross-references to grammar of Malyangapa [not yet implemented]

date

date stamp for item [generated by Shoebox]

An example of an entry in this file is:
\abb
\mng
\type
\nt

vtr
transitive verb
sub-category
transitive verbs are a sub-category of verbs; they take a
transitive subject argument in ergative case and a
transitive object argument in accusative case.
vi, vdi

\cf
\gr
\date 12/Mar/2002

malyangapa.people
id

unique abbreviation for each person [generally initials of firstname and lastname]

name

person’s name

role

role of person in language documentation

lg

language spoken (if Aboriginal language speaker)

nt

notes on individuals

cf

cross-reference to other individuals in this file

date

date stamp for item [generated by Shoebox]

A sample entry from this file is:
\id
\name
\role
\lg
\note
\cf
\date

LQ
Laurie Quayle
speaker
Malyangapa
consultant for Luise Hercus, son of HQ
HQ
17/Feb/2002
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Here is a screen shot showing a sample of the files as displayed within Shoebox — the windows
display lexicon (top left), notes (middle left), wordlist (bottom left), metadata (top right and
middle) and a concordance (bottom right). User interaction is by right-click (or option-click on
the Macintosh) within the linked data fields (shown as arrows in Diagram 1).
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Conclusions

The study of Australian Aboriginal languages is entering a new phase that requires a focus on
detailed corpus documentation and analysis. Powerful software tools exist that enable such
documentation to be accomplished, and this paper has presented an example of a data model
applied to materials on one extinct language that shows the value of such an approach. I have
also demonstrated how the Shoebox program can serve as a hypertext viewer of a quite complex
set of data and metadata that enables users to fully explore an analysed and annotated corpus. In
future research I hope to export this data into a format that allows viewing and interaction by
general purpose tools such as web browsers.
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Appendix — Web browser files

This is a mockup view of the Shoebox database as HTML tables with hypertexts links as viewed
by Internet Explorer.

